Art and Design Key Skills Y1
Area
Create and
Communicate
Using
Techniques to
create Effects

Drawing

Key Skill


Create sketch books to record observations and use these to review and revisit ideas



To improve mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials







Experiment with a variety of media: pencils, rubbers, crayons, pastels, charcoal and chalk. 
Control the types of marks made with the range of media
Draw on different surfaces
Observe and draw shapes from observation
Explore ideas using digital sources i.e. internet, ‘Paint’



Record visual information using digital cameras, video recorders



Use a simple graphics programme to create images and effects:

Digital Media

Painting

Printing



changing size of brushes, using eraser, shape and fill tools



use simple filters to manipulate and create images



use basic selection and cropping tools



Use a variety of tools and techniques including different brush sizes and types



Mix and match colours to artefacts and objects



Identify primary colours by name



Mix primary shades and tones – recognise ‘cool’ and ‘warm’ colours



Create textured paint by adding sand and plaster



Print with a range of hard and soft materials e.g. corks, pen barrels, sponge
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Textiles

3D

Collage

Appreciate
Artists



Roll printing ink over objects to create patterns e.g. embossed wallpaper, plastic mesh, stencils



Make rubbings to collect textures and patterns



Change and modify thread and fabrics by fraying, fringing, pulling threads



Apply shapes using beads, buttons, features etc



Apply colour with printing, dipping, fabric crayons



Create and use dyes e.g. onion skins, tea, coffee



Manipulate malleable materials in a variety of ways including rolling and kneading



Explore sculpture with a range of malleable materials for a purpose e.g pot, tile



Understand the safety and basic care of material and tools



Experiment with constructing and joining recycled, natural and man-made materials



Collect, sort, name and match colours appropriate for an image



Create and arrange shapes appropriately



Create, select and use textured paper for an image



To describe the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers



To identify differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines



To make links with their work and artists’ work

